The availability and utility of large numbers of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) have enabled parallel computations using extensive multi-threading. Sequential access to global memory and contention at the size-limited shared memory have been main impediments to fully exploiting potential performance in architectures having a massive number of GPUs. After performing extensive study of data structures and complexity analysis of various data access methodologies, we propose novel memory storage and retrieval techniques that enable parallel graph computations to overcome the above issues. More specifically, given a graph G = (V, E) and an integer k <= |V |, we provide both storage techniques and algorithms to count the number of: a) connected subgraphs of size k; b) k cliques; and c) k independent sets, all of which can be exponential in number. Our storage techniques are based on creating a breadth-first search tree and storing it along with non-tree edges in a novel way. Our experiments solve the above mentioned problems by using both naïve and advanced data structures on the CPU and GPU. Speedup is achieved by solving the problems on the GPU even using a brute-force approach as compared to the implementations on the CPU. Utilizing the knowledge of BFS-tree properties, the performance gain on the GPU increases and ultimately outperforms the CPU by a factor of at least 5 for graphs that completely fit in the shared memory and by a factor of 10 for larger graphs stored using the global memory. The counting problems mentioned above have many uses, including the analysis of social networks.
Introduction
The continuous growth and availability of huge graphs for modeling Online Social Networks (OSNs), World Wide Web and biological systems has rekindled interests in their analysis. Social networking sites such as Facebook with 750 million users [15] , Twitter with 200 million users ([16]) and LinkedIn with over 100 million users [5] are a huge source of data for research in the fields of anthropology, social psychology, economics and others. It is impractical to analyze very large graphs with a single CPU, even if multi-threading is employed.
Recent advancements in computer hardware have led to the usage of graphics processors for solving general purpose problems. Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) from Nvidia [7] and StreamSDK from AMD/ATI are interfaces for modern GPUs that enable the use of graphics cards as powerful co-processors. These systems enable acceleration of various algorithms including those involving graphs [11] .
The graph problems that we focus on in this paper involve counting the number of subgraphs that satisfy a given property. We are interested in counting the number of: a) connected subgraphs of size k; b) cliques of size k; and c) independent sets of size k. A naïve mechanism to perform this counting is to generate a combination of the nodes (node IDs), construct the induced subgraph with the same, and check if the desired property holds. Since the number of subgraphs that can be constructed by choosing k out of n nodes is n C k , this approach is combinatorially explosive. But it is noted that this naïve approach does lend itself to be executed in parallel by using a large number of threads.
The Nvidia Tesla C1060 system contains 30 streaming multiprocessors, each containing 8 GPU processors and 16 memory banks each of size 1K. These 240 processors have access to both memory banks in the streaming multiprocessor they reside in and the global memory. Using the global memory instead of the memory inside the streaming multiprocessor referred to as the shared memory, results in overall kernel performance deterioration [3] . Contention results when two or more threads access memory (same memory bank or global memory partition) at the same time. Such concurrent requests are simply queued up and processed sequentially.
Using only the shared memory, the total space available in the Nvidia system mentioned previously is 30 × 16 KB = 480 KB. In practice, the entire 480 KB might not be available due to storage of kernel parameters and other intrinsic values in it. However, this effect can be reduced by storing such data in the constant memory instead of using the shared memory.
Using a boolean adjacency matrix i.e., using single bits to represent data values of 0's and 1's, a graph of size up to 1982 can be stored in 480 KB. For undirected graphs, we need to store only the upper triangular matrix and hence can store a graph of size up to 2804. The main issue in storing a single graph in the shared memory, spread across all the streaming multiprocessors, is certain solution combinations may contain nodes whose adjacency information may be stored in the shared memory of different streaming multiprocessors. CUDA architecture (see Fig. 1 ) and the Nvidia implementation does not allow a processor in one streaming multiprocessor to access a memory bank belonging to another; as a result the graph cannot be stored in an arbitrary fashion across all streaming multiprocessors. Considering the shared memory in a single streaming multiprocessor of size 16 KB, we can store graphs of size 360 (or 512) using adjacency matrix (or upper triangular matrix) representation. In this case information relating to nodes in any combination remains in the shared memory of the same streaming multiprocessor and threads mapped to associated processors can access them for processing.
Rather than generating all possible combinations, we have devised techniques to reduce the number of combinations by considering nodes in k neighborhoods (nodes that are at most distance k from each other.) This is accomplished by considering a breadth-first search (BFS) tree, constructed in the host CPU, and nodes in any adjacent k levels only. Additionally, this BFS aided technique allows us to carefully split the graph in such a way that we can use the entire shared memory available across all the streaming multiprocessors and process larger graphs -even those that have to be stored externally. Using all streaming multiprocessors not only helps in processing larger graphs, but also allows the use of all the GPU processors thereby decreasing total execution time.
The outline of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present information on related work. In Section 3, an overview of the GPU architecture is provided; memory hierarchy and access patterns are also discussed. Section 4 analyzes the proposed simple data structures used to fit adjacency information of graphs on the shared memory of all streaming multiprocessors. A naïve approach for counting connected subgraphs is discussed in Section 5. In Section 6 we present information on using BFS-tree and its properties to reduce the number of computations and storage requirements. Algorithms for splitting and solving problems on graphs that do not fit in the shared memory of a single streaming multiprocessor are discussed in Section 7. Section 8 discusses algorithms for other related problems such as finding the total number of k cliques and k independent sets. Implementation results for counting the number of connected subgraphs using various graph representations stored both in global and shared memory are presented in Section 9. Conclusion and future work is discussed in Section 10.
Related work
Using efficient data structures to store graphs for computation on both CPUs and GPUs have been studied extensively. Various modifications of the adjacency matrix and adjacency list data structures are considered. Katz and Kider [13] and Buluc et al. [4] proposed storing graphs on the GPU by dividing the adjacency matrix into smaller blocks. The required blocks are loaded in the memory, and after computation, are replaced by the next set of blocks. This representation still uses the adjacency matrix, and might include data which is not required for computations based on locality information.
Frishman and Tal [8] propose representing multi-level graphs using 2D arrays of textures. They propose partitioning the graph in a balanced way, by identifying geometrically close nodes and putting them in the same partition. Since the partitions are based on locality information and balanced, it makes use of the GPUs data parallel architecture. But partitioning the graph itself is a hard problem.
For sparse matrices, the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) representation is useful [9] . Also, representing the edge information using arrays to store the out-vertex and in-vertex numbers saves space for sparse matrices [12] . This method is better suited for directed graphs.
Bader and Madduri [1] proposed a technique where different representations are used depending on the degree of the vertices. This is relevant for storing graphs that exhibit the small-world network property, where vertices have an unbalanced degree distribution, with majority of vertices having small degrees and a few vertices are of very high degree.
Harish and Narayanan [11] describe the use of a compact adjacency list, where instead of using several lists, the data is stored in a single list. Using pointers for each of the vertices' adjacency information, data for the entire graph is kept in a single one dimensional array, which can be significantly large to be stored in the shared memory, and has been implemented in the global memory in their paper.
Bordino et al. [2] have developed a technique for counting subgraphs of size 3 and 4 for large streaming graphs. The counting algorithm is sequential in nature and can be used in many applications.
In this paper, in addition to using the breadth-first search (BFS) information to carefully split the graph for processing, we introduce data structures for storing nodes and their adjacency information that are in contiguous levels of the BFS-tree. We propose both simple and modified data structures using least number of bits in addition to exploiting the symmetric property of undirected graphs. The modified data structure is similar to the one proposed by Harish and Narayanan [11] , but with improvements, including the use of fewer bits in the general case and also using more than one array to store the entire adjacency data for the graph, thereby adhering to stricter memory requirement constraints.
This paper is an extension of our previous work on techniques to solve counting problems in graphs [6] . In addition to the results presented in [6] , detailed analysis of various other data structures for storing graph data is discussed in this paper. Also, time complexity comparison for different operations involving data access from the various data structures are also included. Results show-ing time comparison for implementation of algorithms using both CPU and GPU have also been provided.
GPU architecture and CUDA programming model
An overview of the GPU architecture and CUDA programming model is presented here. In addition, the different levels of the memory hierarchy available on the GPU and access patterns for the same are also discussed.
GPU architecture
The GPU, also referred to as the device, consists of streaming multiprocessors, and multiple levels of memory hierarchy. The GPU used for the experiments in this paper is the Nvidia Tesla C1060. It has 30 Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs), with 8 cores in each of them giving a total of 240 cores. Other GPU cards from Nvidia, like C2050 and C2070 contains a total of 448 cores in them. Computation heavy tasks are transferred from the CPU to the GPU, and by using all the available processor cores and multithreading options, problems with large number of computations can be solved efficiently. The GPU architecture of Nvidia Tesla C1060 is shown in Fig. 1 . Data required for computations is transferred to the GPU from the CPU using the global or device memory on the GPU; similarly computed results are transferred back from the GPU to the CPU using the same.
Programming model
CUDA provides a general-purpose parallel programming model. The programming language for CUDA extends C and defines C-like functions, called kernels, which are executed in parallel by different threads on the GPU. Threads are grouped together in blocks, which can be either one, two or three dimensional, and each thread within a block is identified by its unique threadID. All the blocks of threads, identified by blockID, form a one or two dimensional grid. Threads within a block can co-operate among themselves through the shared memory and synchronize their execution to coordinate memory accesses. Blocks of threads are assigned to the streaming multiprocessors by the CUDA scheduler. Data is transferred from the CPU to the GPU and back using memory copy functions.
Memory hierarchy and access patterns
The memory hierarchy of the GPU consists of global memory (also referred to as device memory), shared memory, constant memory, texture memory and registers. For Nvidia C1060, the size of the device memory is 4 GB, constant and texture memory are each 64 KB, and shared memory is 16 KB. The shared memory is further divided into 16 banks as shown in Fig. 1 . The global memory is the largest and also has the highest access latency. The on-chip shared memory has significantly faster access compared to the global memory. But, when data is accessed from the same bank in the shared memory, either the same element or different elements, then there is a bank conflict leading to increased latency thereby leading to a performance loss. The only exception being the case where all the threads access the same element in the shared memory leading to a broadcast. The constant memory is also faster than the global memory, but it is a read-only memory and data stored in it cannot be modified. Fig. 2 shows the different levels of the memory hierarchy available on a GPU.
Using shared memory for better performance
As evident from the CUDA programming guide [7] and related work [3] , and also confirmed from our experiments, the shared memory is a lot faster than the global memory. So, for better performance the data is stored, accessed and modified from the shared memory whenever possible. As the shared memory in each streaming multiprocessor has a capacity of 16 KB, and different streaming multiprocessors can have different data stored in each of them, the total size of data being processed Figure 1 : GPU architecture (C1060) [7] is limited by that available on the 30 streaming multiprocessors. Since registers are also located onchip, the memory access latency is much lower compared to that of the global memory. Automatic variables declared in a cuda kernel are placed into registers. However, since we are using large arrays and require certain computations on the data, which can be done efficiently using indices based on threads, storing the data in the registers was not considered in this paper.
Simple data structures for storing the graph information
Various data structures can be chosen to store the adjacency information of graphs in the GPU memory. Each of the data structures have different storage requirements. There are several operations on graphs that need to access the stored data using one of the available data structures. A memory efficient data structure might have worse time complexity when it comes to accessing the required data for computations. Hence, there exists a trade-off between memory requirement and access time complexity, when choosing the appropriate data structure for storing the adjacency information of the graphs.
In this Section, we analyze the space required by different data structures and also the time complexity for performing common operations on graphs using the same. It must be noted that throughout the paper, for calculations we use boolean data and it consists of a single bit, and does not refer to the data type available in programming languages.
Adjacency Matrix
For a graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n, the size of adjacency matrix is n 2 bits, where each edge is stored using a single bit. To fit the adjacency matrix in the shared memory, the space required must be less than or equal to that of the desired level in the memory hierarchy of the GPU. Considering the architecture available on the Nvidia 10-series GPUs, for example C1060, the size of the shared memory is 16 KB. Hence, to satisfy the above constraint, n 2 ≤ 131, 072 (16 KB = 16 × 1024 × 8 bits = 131, 072 bits), which gives n ≈ 360. Therefore, using the adjacency matrix representation, the size of the largest graph that can be kept in the shared memory is 360 (assuming all shared memories in the different streaming multiprocessors contain identical data.) 
Upper Triangular Matrix
The adjacency matrix representation contains redundant information, and those can be eliminated to reduce the storage requirements. For undirected graphs, values (i, j) and (j, i) are identical. So, storing only the Upper Triangular Matrix (UTM) of the adjacency matrix is enough, which requires
bits. So, the largest graph that can be kept in the shared memory using the UTM representation is 511. As all the values of (i, i) = 0, using the Strictly UTM representation (S-UTM) (i.e., without the data on the diagonal), size of the largest graph that can be kept in the shared memory is 512. Although the shared memory spans across 16 banks, it is preferable to store data for any specific node within a single bank thereby avoiding potential memory contention and reducing overall execution time. With the above requirement, the number of nodes that can fit in the shared memory is reduced to 506, where data is kept in increasing order of the node numbers. Also, using UTM representation, the number of nodes' data in each of the bank (size 8192 bits) varies, as shown in Table 1 .
In the previous approach, due to unbalanced distribution of nodes, threads assigned to operate on banks with more nodes would have to do significantly more work than the threads accessing banks with less number of nodes. On the other hand, if threads access a constant number of nodes it will result in inefficient memory utilization, thus limiting the overall size of graph that can be stored.
For load balancing the distribution can be done as follows. Using S-UTM representation different rows have different amount of data (see Table 2 ). To make the structure rectangular (see Table 3 ), the space gained by not storing redundant information in any row in the upper part of the S-UTM can be filled up by a corresponding row from the lower part. When n is even, the space gained in row i is filled with data values from row n − i (see Table 3 ); when n is odd, the corresponding space in row i is filled with data from row n − (i + 1) (see Table 5 ). In general, for any value of n the number of rows of data is reduced from n to n 2 . This is called Balanced S-UTM (B-S-UTM), where all rows have the same amount of data, each corresponding to that of 2 nodes. The above method is similar to "rectangular full packed" in dense linear algebra [10] . With the desire to store an entire row of data in a single streaming multiprocessor, this scheme also ensures all banks have equal number of nodes in them thereby achieving load-balancing. Using this scheme, the maximum number of rows that can be kept in a single bank is
≈ 16. As there are 2 nodes' data in each row, the total number of nodes' data in each of the banks is 32. Therefore, the total number of nodes that can be kept in this manner in the 16 banks is 32 × 16 = 512. Table 2 : S-UTM for even number of nodes Table 3 : S-UTM with load balanced approach for even number of nodes
The number of simultaneous thread executions is limited by the number of GPU processors in a streaming multiprocessor. Each thread is allocated a set of combinations of nodes (with cardinality k) and a thread is to determine if the desired property (e.g., do they form a connected subgraph?) holds. In order to use all available GPU processors in other streaming multiprocessors, we have to duplicate the graph and place it on all the shared memories on other streaming multiprocessors. Table 5 : S-UTM with load balanced approach for odd number of nodes a b c d e f u g h i j k s t l m n o p q r Care must be taken to ensure each thread is given a unique set of combinations to test, to avoid duplication in work.
The sets of combination of k nodes are allocated to each streaming multiprocessor as follows. Since the shared memory in each streaming multiprocessor can store up to 512 nodes, it can be assumed that there are 512 sets of combinations, each starting with a unique node number. We allow the first 29 streaming multiprocessors to operate on 17 unique sets of combinations each and the last streaming multiprocessor operates on the remaining 19 sets (17 × 29 + 19 = 512). In each streaming multiprocessor, depending on the number of threads the unique sets are uniformly divided to be processed.
Adjacency List Using Array of Linked Lists
Other than the adjacency matrix, adjacency list is also a common data structure used to store graph information. There can be various modifications in the implementation of the adjacency list, and each has different memory requirements and data access complexity. In this sub-section, we study the implementation of the adjacency list using an array of linked lists, also referred to in here as AL-AL, and is shown in Fig. 3 . Let the total number of nodes in the graph be n and total number of edges be m. Here, all the nodes are stored in an array; the identifiers of the nodes given by the indices of the array location. Each array element contains a pointer to the starting node of the linked list representing the neighbors of the corresponding node i.e., the edge information. In the example graph shown in Fig. 3 , node 0 is connected to nodes 1 and 2. Therefore, a pointer to node 1 is stored in the array index corresponding to node 0. The storage for node 1 contains the identifier for the node, and a pointer to the next neighbor i.e., node 2. Since, there are no more neighbors for node 0, the pointer associated with node 2 contains an invalid marker, denoted in Fig. 3 by "X", which usually has an identifier value of -1. Now, each of the edges would be stored two times, once for each end vertex. Considering a 64-bit machine, each of the pointers require 64 bits. So, the space needed to store the array containing the nodes is given by n × 64 bits. Now, each of the edges are represented by the end vertex number, and also contains a pointer to the next edge information if there exists another edge for the node under consideration. Since there are n nodes in the graph, representing a node number requires log n bits. Hence, for storing each of the edges, the space required is (log n + 64) bits, giving a total of 2m × (log n + 64) bits for all the edges. Therefore, the total size required for this representation is given by n × 64 + 2m × (log n + 64) bits.
Adjacency List Using Array of Arrays
In the adjacency list representation using array of linked lists, there are too many pointers involved in the implementation, thereby increasing the size of the data structure. Using arrays to group data together replacing pointers can reduce the memory required, and this is referred to as adjacency list using array of arrays (AL-AA), and is shown in Fig. 4 . Here the edges from each node are stored using arrays instead of linked lists. Since there are no pointers involved between edges, to determine the size of the array, the number of neighbors for each of the nodes need to be stored. In this case, all the nodes in the graph are stored in an array, along with the number of neighbors and in addition there is a pointer for each of the nodes to the array containing its neighbors. In the example graph shown in Fig. 4 , node 1 is connected to 3 nodes, numbered 0, 2 and 3. Therefore, for node 1, a value of 3 is stored corresponding to the number of neighbors, and also a pointer to the array of its neighbors, which contains the identifiers for the nodes 0, 2 and 3. Storing the array with the number of neighbors and pointers for the n nodes requires n × (log n + 64) bits. Additionally, the total space required for all the arrays containing information about the m edges is 2m × log n bits. Therefore, the total size required for this representation in bits is given by n × (log n + 64) + 2m × log n.
An improved version of this data structure that requires less memory is one which does not store the number of neighbors for each of the nodes. However, this information is required to retrieve the adjacency data, and must be available during computation. This can be achieved by using the sizeof() function on the array containing the neighbors to find the required number at runtime. Hence, the array of arrays variant with the sizeof() function requires n × 64 + 2m × log n bits.
Adjacency List Using Array Implementation of Linked Lists
In the adjacency list representation using array of arrays, there are still pointers involved, and that requires significant amount of space. Instead of using pointers, the information for the edges can be stored using an array and relevant identifiers. So, the linked list pointers are replaced by using arrays. This representation is referred to as the adjacency list using array implementation of linked lists (AL-ALL), and is shown in Fig. 5 . Here, both the nodes and edges are stored in arrays. Each element for the node array contains the starting index position in the array containing the edges. Since there are 2m indices in the edge array, the values stored in the node array each require log 2m bits, giving a size of n × log 2m bits for the node array. The edges are represented by a pair of elements in the edge array. The first element contains the end vertex number of the edge, and the second element contains the index position of the next edge information in the array, or an identifier value of "-1" which indicates the end of the linked list. As there are n nodes, the first element requires log n bits, and for the 2m indices possible, the second element requires log 2m bits. So, the size of the edge array is 2m × (log n + log 2m) bits. Therefore, the total size required for this representation in bits is given by n × log 2m + 2m × (log n + log 2m). Now, the data representing the edges can be stored in any order in the array implementing the linked list. In the example graph shown in Fig. 5 , the neighbors of node 0 are stored starting at position 4 in the array just to illustrate the fact that data can be stored at any location in the array as the pointers would correctly determine the location of the next available data. Node 1, which is a neighbor of node 0 is stored at location 4, and contains a pointer to location 2. Location 2 contains the identifier of the other neighbor of node 0 i.e., node 2 and contains an identifier "-1" for the pointer indicating the end of the list since there are no more neighbors for node 0. In the array implementation of linked lists, the edges are stored in an array using arbitrary indices which requires storing the next index position for each of the edges. This can be improved by storing all the edges next to each other. In this manner, neither the total number of edges for each of the node nor the next index positions are required. As before, both the nodes and edges are stored in arrays. The node array elements point to the starting index position of the edges in the edge array, and all the edges are stored in consecutive locations. The total number of edges for each of the nodes can be easily calculated by subtracting the starting index position of the current node with that of the next node. This representation, similar to the one described in [11] as compact adjacency list, is referred to as the adjacency list with edges grouped (AL-EG), and is shown in Fig.  6 .
Adjacency List with Edges Grouped
In the example graph shown in Fig. 6 , node 0 has two neighbors, nodes 1 and 2. This information is stored in the edge array using consecutive locations starting from 0. Therefore, the node array element corresponding to node 0 contains the value of location 0. For node 1, the neighbors 0, 2 and 3 are stored in the edge array starting at location 2, and this value is stored in the node array. Using the information in the node array for nodes 0 and 1, the number of neighbors for node 0 can be found by subtracting the corresponding value of node 0 from that of node 1.
As in the case of array implementation of linked lists, the space required for the node array is n × log 2m bits. For the edge array, there are 2m elements, and each require log n bits. So, the size of the edge array is 2m × log n bits. Therefore, the total size required for this representation in bits is given by n × log 2m + 2m × log n.
Comparison of memory requirements for the different data structures
In the above sub-sections, different data structures that can be used to represent the adjacency information for graphs are discussed. Gradual modifications are made to reduce the space requirements by eliminating the need for pointers and rearranging the data. For a graph with n nodes and m edges, space requirements for the different data structures can be summarized as given in Table  6 . 
S-UTM
n × (n − 1)/2 Array of linked lists n × 64 + 2m × (log n + 64) Array of arrays n × (log n + 64) + 2m × log n Array of arrays with sizeof() n × 64 + 2m × log n Array implementation of linked lists n × log 2m + 2m × (log n + log 2m) Adjacency list with edges grouped n × log 2m + 2m × log n
Operations on graphs
For solving various problems on graphs, different operations need to be performed on the graph data. In this sub-section we consider two types of operations on graphs -a) Query operations, and b) Update operations. The different types of query operations can be the following:
• N (v): List the neighbors of node v.
• D(v): Find the number of neighbors of node v.
• Edge(u, v): Determine if there is an edge between vertices u and v.
The different types of update operations can be listed as follows:
• Add(v): Add a vertex v.
• Add (u, v) : Add an edge between the vertices u and v.
• Remove(v): Remove the vertex v and all corresponding edges (u, v).
• Remove(u, v): Remove the edge (u, v).
As mentioned earlier, there is a trade-off between the space required and access time complexity for different data structures. The various query and update operations provide a measure for the time complexity. For a given graph G with degree δ(G) consisting of n nodes and m edges, Table  7 provides a summary of the comparison of the time complexity for the operations on graphs using the data structures discussed in this Section.
Counting connected subgraphs: Naïve approach
Given a graph G = (V, E) with |V | = n and a value k as input, the problem is to count the number of connected subgraphs of size k in G. This can be done using a brute-force approach. The procedure is as follows. The nodes of the graph are numbered from 0 to n − 1. All possible combinations of size k are generated one by one from n nodes. For each of the generated combinations, a breadth-first search (BFS) is performed, and if all the nodes are reachable starting from the first node, then the subgraph is connected, otherwise it is not. For a complete graph, the total number of such connected subgraphs is n C k , and this is the number of combinations that is required to be tested for any graph. 
The node numbers of the subgraphs are not stored for space constraints; only the total count for the connected subgraphs is reported. However, in this approach the total number of combinations to be checked is huge, and this can be effectively reduced as discussed in the following Section.
Using BFS-tree information to reduce the number of computations: Advanced approach
Considering a breadth-first search (BFS) representation of the graph, nodes chosen in any combination must be in k adjacent levels, otherwise the subgraph containing the nodes in the combination will not be connected. For example, let k = 3 and a combination contain the nodes 10, 12, and 14 at levels 4, 5, and 7, respectively in the BFS-tree. It is possible for nodes 10 and 12 to be connected by an edge since they are in adjacent levels. For the sake of discussion, assume there is an edge (10, 12) in the graph. It follows that there cannot be a edge (10, 14) , for otherwise the level of node 14 in the BFS-tree must be 3, 4, or 5. A similar argument can be made for the edge (12, 14) and hence the graph induced by those vertices is not connected. From the above reasoning it is evident that using the graph's BFS-tree can be an effective tool in reducing the number of combinations to be tested. We will further examine this in the following subsections.
BFS-tree node numbering
The nodes in the BFS-tree are numbered in the order they are visited following a breadth-first search of the graph. Any arbitrary node is chosen as the starting or root node, and is numbered 0 and belongs to the first level. All nodes that are neighbors of the first node belong to the second level. Similarly, any unvisited node that is neighbor of the nodes in the previous level, belong to the next level.
BFS-tree properties and applications
The following are some of the properties of BFS-tree that are useful in the study of graphs:
1. If two nodes are neighbors in the original graph, their level numbers cannot differ by more than one. Let v i and v j be adjacent nodes belonging to levels l vi and l vj respectively in the BFS-tree. So, from this property we have |l vi − l vj | ≤ 1.
2. Any node in a level with a parent numbered α can also be neighbors with nodes numbered greater than α in the level of α, but not less. Let node v i be the parent of node v j and ∆ j be the set of neighbors of v j . Therefore, for any node v t where l vi = l vt , v t / ∈ ∆ j ∀t < i.
3. The structure and height of the BFS-tree depends on the choice of the starting or root node.
Reducing number of combinations to be tested
In the case of purely random distribution of nodes all possible combinations must be tested. So, for n nodes and subgraphs of size k, the total number of combinations to be tested is n C k . If n = 360 and k = 10, for example, the corresponding value is 360 C 10 ≈ 8.88 × 10 18 . In the case where a BFS-tree of the graph fits in the shared memory, using its properties the number of combinations to be tested can be drastically reduced. The idea here is to test for combinations with nodes in each of the consecutive k levels of the graph. Let n = 360 and k = 10, and the number of nodes in each level of the graph be 20. Then the total number of levels L in the graph is 360 20 = 18. Therefore, the number of consecutive k levels is L − k + 1 = 9. Now, for each of these set of levels, k nodes are to be chosen. The number of combinations to be tested taking different number of levels at a time is given as follows:
Considering 1-level i.e., for each of the different levels: 20 C 10 = 184, 756 ≈ 1.84×10 5 . Considering 2-levels:
8 . Considering for 3-levels: 72, 851, 600, 250 ≈ 7.28 × 10 10 . Similarly, we can calculate the number of combinations taking 4 levels to 10 levels at a time.
Considering the general case, where there is a total of n nodes divided among L levels, such that each level consists of n L nodes say p. Then, the number of combinations to be checked for k node subgraph is:
When taking 1-level at a time, the number of combinations to be tested is ≈ 1.84 × 10
5 . But, all available L levels will be tested for these many combinations when they are considered individually. So, total number of combinations when considering all the 1-levels is ≈ 1.84 × 10 5 × L. Similarly, taking 2-levels at a time, the number of combinations to be tested is ≈ 7.28 × 10 10 . But, there are L − 1 such combinations of consecutive 2-levels. So, the total combinations when considering the contribution of all the 2-levels is ≈ 8.47×10
8 ×(L − 1). There are correspondingly L−2 combinations for consecutive 3-levels, L − 3 combinations for 4-levels and so on. In general, there are L − (k − 1) such combinations for consecutive k levels. Therefore, the total number of combinations to be tested is given by: 1. 
Storing the graph with BFS Information
In order to process the reduced combinations described in the previous subsection, streaming multiprocessors should be responsible for generating only relevant combinations, by knowing the number of nodes in each level and BFS numbering of the nodes. The entire graph can be stored using any of the efficient data structures discussed in the previous section. For the purpose of discussion, let the graph be stored using S-UTM representation along with the information of the number of nodes at each level. Instead, it may be beneficial in some cases to store adjacent levels of the BFS-tree. Thus, except for the node in the root level for each set of adjacent levels, there will be a S-UTM data structure along with the starting node number and the total number of nodes. This representation is called S-UTM-ADJ. Similarly, such corresponding representations exists for the other data structures too. In addition to the S-UTM-ADJ we have devised another data structure called Parent Array Representation (PAR) wherein each node keeps information of its parent along with adjacent nodes in both the parent's and the same level as a list. By keeping additional information we can further reduce the space requirements as shown below.
Parent Array Representation:
In PAR, for each of the nodes contained in k -levels, the following information is stored: a) The parent node number, b) An identifier (0 or 1) to specify if there are other neighboring nodes belonging to the same level (siblings) or previous level (i.e., parent's level), c) If the identifier value is 1, then the number of neighbors identified in the previous step, d) Node numbers for each of the neighbors to identify them. Fig. 7 shows an example of PAR for an arbitrary graph. The node numbers are not stored explicitly but calculated from a value x, which gives the starting node number. As the node numbers are in strictly increasing order, the calculation is simple. Also, neighboring node numbers are not stored explicitly, but calculated from another value y, which is the parent number for x.
The space required is therefore reduced by storing only the differences in the numbering of the parents and neighbors for the nodes, which depends on the value δ (degree of the graph.) While storing the differences between the numbering, the worst case graph, shown in Fig. 8, would give the difference in the order of n. For example, if a level has p nodes, there would be p parent nodes, and say there are other q neighboring nodes. If the node numbers are stored, it would take ((2 × p + q + p ) × log 2 n + p) bits, where the extra p bits are the identifiers. Also p ≤ p are nodes that have other neighbors and need an additional value indicating the total number of such nodes. Whereas, if the differences in the numbering is used, then it would take in the worst case, ((p + q) × log 2 δ + (2 + p ) × log 2 n + p) bits. Interestingly, more than one type of storage mechanism can be used depending upon the structure of the BFS-tree. Each of the levels of the BFS-tree would use either UTM or PAR. The graph is preprocessed in the CPU, and depending on the size of the representations, the smaller data structure is chosen.
Directed BFS-tree and AL-EG Storage
Another data structure that uses breadth-first search tree information and is proposed in this paper is referred to as the directed BFS-tree with adjacency list and edges grouped storage. Here, first the breadth-first search tree is constructed and nodes are provided with BFS numbers. The following links are considered as directed links: a) Child to parent in the BFS tree, b) all non-tree edges from node at level l to nodes at level l − 1 and, c) all non-tree edges from nodes numbered i to nodes numbered j such that i < j and nodes i and j are at the same level in the BFS tree. This representation is shown with an example in Fig. 9 . For the example graph in Fig. 9 , the breadth-first search is performed starting with node number 6. The BFS-tree is shown with the original node numbers along with the BFS numbering in parentheses. Now, only the directed links as defined above are stored in the data structure. So, for the renumbered node 0, there is no information to be stored in the edge array. For the renumbered node 1, there are directed links to nodes 0 and 2, and these are stored in the edge array starting at location 0. Similarly, for node 2, necessary information is stored in the edge array starting at location 2.
The combinations of nodes to be tested for the counting problems are generated in increasing order of node numbers. So, the above information is sufficient to perform the various required operations on graph data. The main advantage of this data structure over the adjacency list with edges grouped is the data for the edges are stored once instead of twice. For this data structure, the total memory requirement is given by (n − 1) × log m + m × log n bits.
Comparison of memory requirements for the different data structures using an example:
An example graph of size 16 is provided for illustration. The structure of the original graph and a BFS-tree is shown in Fig. 10 . Table 8 In case of the S-UTM-ADJ, PAR and the Hybrid data structures, the graph data is split and stored according to level information. For the rest of the data structures, the adjacency information of the entire graph is kept together. Although, from the data in Table 8 , it seems S-UTM is the best choice when storing the entire graph together, for larger size sparse graphs other data structures might be more efficient. For example, if for a given graph n = 300 and m = 900, the corresponding storage requirements in bits for S-UTM is 44, 850; whereas that for the adjacency list with edges grouped is 18, 057 bits and for directed-BFS tree and AL-EG storage is 10, 341 bits.
Splitting for larger graphs
In the previous sections, we have seen if the graph fits in the shared memory, we can use one of the several techniques based on BFS-tree. In this section we show how to process graphs where the BFS-tree does not fit in the shared memory. We make the following assumption: Given a graph G, there exists a BFS-tree T , such that the graph induced by nodes in any consecutive k levels of T has connected components of size less than 512 in G. Additionally, we assume the entire graph can fit in the shared memory of the 30 streaming multiprocessors. It must be noted that the value 512 corresponds to using S-UTM as the data structure for storing the graph; using other data structures would give different values. However, the underlying principles discussed in this section are applicable to splitting for larger graphs irrespective of the choice of data structures. In the shared memory of each of the consecutive streaming multiprocessors i, nodes in level k + i are added and nodes in level i removed. In this case, if the average number of nodes in each of the levels is l avg , then the total number of nodes that can fit in the shared memory is 512 + l avg × 29, where l avg ≤ 512. This is an improvement over the schemes presented in Section 4 wherein we could process at most 512 nodes even when using the shared memory on all the streaming multiprocessors. In the worst case, if the first 29 levels of T has single nodes, then only 1 new node can be brought in while storing the next consecutive k levels, giving a maximum size graph of 512 + 29 = 541 nodes. An example BFS-tree of the worst case graph is shown in Fig. 11 . Now, let us assume there exists consecutive k levels of T that do not fit in the shared memory. In this case finding connected components in the graph induced by the nodes in the given k levels might be helpful. As nodes in separate connected components cannot be part of connected subgraphs, calculations can be done on them separately. If there are more than one connected components where each has less than 512 nodes, then calculations can proceed in the following manner; else we have to use the global memory to store them. If any of the components has less than k nodes, then those can be excluded from the calculations. The other components can be kept in the shared memory of a streaming multiprocessor separately, or with other connected components provided the total number of nodes in all does not exceed 512. Now, all possible combinations of size k can be tested from among the nodes of each of the connected components separately.
Algorithm 1:
Counting subgraphs of size k using all streaming multiprocessors by splitting G horizontally using T Input: BFS-tree T of graph G Output: Total count of connected subgraphs of size k begin 
Algorithm 1 takes T as input, and checks for connected subgraphs. The algorithm makes use of all available 30 streaming multiprocessors in the GPU by dividing the work among them. The number of sets of k consecutive levels if there are L levels in T is Q = L − k + 1. If Q > 30, the remaining sets are brought from the global memory after the current round of operations are completed. With this approach graphs that are stored even in external memories can be processed.
Overview of Algorithm 1: T is divided into sets of k consecutive levels and each is processed by a streaming multiprocessor. The beginning level in the set is processed first, and if it contains more than k nodes, then subgraphs of size k are checked for connectedness from among the nodes in that level. Then all the nodes in the k levels are considered together, and tested for combinations by the function GenNxtComb(Nodes) where each combination contains at least one node from the beginning level and one from the rest of the levels to avoid redundant checking. The above procedure is done for all but the last set of k levels. For the last set, each new level is first processed separately and then combined with all previous levels and checked for combinations provided there is at least one node from both the sets of previous levels and the new level. The function divIntoKLevelSets(T) divides T into sets of consecutive k levels, resetLevlsSMs(Levels, streaming multiprocessors) resets the streaming multiprocessors marking all of them as available and marks all the k -level sets as new, and ready to be processed. The function testCon(Comb) checks if the subgraph induced by the nodes in Comb is connected or not.
Other related problems
Using similar approaches as adapted in the connectivity testing algorithm, graph problems like finding total number of cliques of size k and total number of independent sets of size k can also be solved. For finding the total number of cliques of size k, only nodes in adjacent levels of T needs to
Algorithm 2: Counting number of k-cliques
Input: BFS-tree T of graph G Output: Total count of cliques of size k begin
be considered, as given in Algorithm 2. For finding total number of independent sets in G, it's complement say G is taken, and then a BFS is performed on G to get T . Finding cliques of size k in T is equivalent to finding independent sets of size k in G, as given in Algorithm 3. 
Results
Experiments are performed using both CPU and GPU. The CPU consists of quad-core 2.27 GHz Intel Xeon processors, with 12 GB memory. The GPU used for the experiments is Nvidia C1060 card, with 4 GB device memory and 16 KB shared memory per multiprocessor . The problem of finding the number of connected subgraphs of size k from a graph of size n is solved on the GPU for different values of n and k by storing the adjacency information of the graph in both the shared memory and the global memory, while using both a single streaming multiprocessor and also all available streaming multiprocessors. The number of threads in each of the streaming multiprocessors considered is limited to 32, which is equal to the Warp-size [7] . The data set under consideration is relatively small, comprising of graphs consisting of approximately 300 nodes. Therefore, we do not need too many threads to work on it. If we use more than 32 threads per block, then the number of blocks would decrease and many of the streaming multiprocessors out of the available 30 would go unused. Also, since there are 8 processor cores per streaming multiprocessor, and threads are executed in warps of size 32, keeping the number of threads at 32 per thread block also helps minimize the context switching overhead that may exist. Fig. 12 plots the timings for evaluating all the combinations for the graph kept on both the shared and global memory while using both single and all available streaming multiprocessors. The plots are as expected, with the timings for the shared memory better than those compared to the global memory. Also, by using all the streaming multiprocessors as compared to using just a single streaming multiprocessor, more threads are available which leads to a better performance. Figure 12 : Evaluating all combinations for k = 3 with 32 threads in each streaming multiprocessor (SM), for data stored on both shared and global memory Fig. 13 plots the timings for the graph kept on both the shared and global memory considering the BFS-tree topology information while using both a single streaming multiprocessor and all the available streaming multiprocessors. The number of computations and resulting computation times are greatly reduced in this case as compared to the previous case (Fig. 12) where all the combinations of the nodes are tested.
Fig. 14 plots the timings for the graph kept on the shared memory, using all available streaming multiprocessors, and evaluating both all and reduced number of combinations thereby comparing the previous two cases. It is clear from the Figs. 12 − 14 that the calculations done using the BFS-tree topology information while keeping the adjacency information on the shared memory and utilizing all available streaming multiprocessors using a large number of threads is the most efficient approach.
The connected subgraph counting problem is also solved on the CPU for subgraphs of size 3. The CPU implementation uses the same data structures and computation techniques as those employed on the GPU. However, the CPU uses a single thread for execution of the program compared to a large number of threads on the GPU. One of the major techniques suggested in the counting problems is to consider the breadth-first search tree information to exclude unnecessary computations. The graph data that is finally used for computation is rearranged according to the BFS-tree levels. Therefore, due to the reordering of the data, the potential for cache line optimization also increases. Hence, the proposed techniques are not only useful for the GPU but also help in optimizing execution on Fig. 15 provides a comparison of the timings for the implementation on the CPU and GPU. It is evident from the plots that the performance gain when using the GPU to solve the problem is at least 5 − 6 times as compared to that on the CPU for graphs with more than 300 nodes.
Experiments were also performed using the data available on the Stanford Network Analysis Project [14] . Using reasonably larger graphs of size ranging from 5, 000 to 25, 000 nodes, it can be observed, as shown in Fig. 16 , that the computation on the GPU attains a 10 times speedup as compared to that on the CPU. In this case, the graph data is stored on the global memory. This proves that the proposed solution is applicable for large graph instances too, which is essential for analysis of social networks and other real world datasets.
In the previous experiments, only subgraphs of size 3 and 4 are considered. For larger values of k, the total number of combinations to be checked for specific properties in the graphs induced by the nodes in consideration would increase, provided k ≤ n k /2, where n k is the number of nodes in any set of consecutive k-levels. Since more computation would be required for larger values of k, the speedup is better on the GPU as compared to that on the CPU, as shown in Fig. 17 . 
Conclusion
In this paper, algorithms to solve several graph problems on a parallel GPU architecture are discussed. The major focus is on utilizing the faster shared memory of the GPUs and devising data structures to store graphs in the same. Storage requirements and memory access time complexity for various data structures are analyzed in detail. Methods to generate combinations to efficiently divide the work among threads belonging to both single and multiple streaming multiprocessors are developed. In addition, techniques to reduce computations by using breadth-first search tree and exploiting topology information are discussed. Our experimental results show that the smallest computation times are indeed for the graphs stored on the shared memory and calculations using the BFS-tree information. The implementation on the GPU for counting the number of connected subgraphs is faster by a factor of at least 5 as compared to that on the CPU for smaller graphs stored on the shared memory, and by a factor of 10 for larger graphs stored using the global memory. Our future work involves the study of graph compression techniques relevant to the problems under consideration and also using the global memory efficiently for solving graph problems on the GPU.
